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#1.What Landscape Style is Appropriate for Your Backyard?

Landscaping your yard is one of the best ways to improve
upon the resale value of your home. However before you begin
any project it is a good idea to decide what landscaping
design best fits with your residential dwelling. There are
various styles so it is up to you to determine which is right
for your backyard.

Formal landscaping is a style where everything is in its

place. The lines are basically straight and the shapes are
perfectly geometrical. In other words, everything is in
absolute balance and there is no such thing as planting
trees and plants in a random manner. The plants are
generally positioned closely together and maintenance is
performed by way of pruning the plants.

Another common landscaping style is informal design. This
type of style works well with neat little bungalows. Within
this style, flower beds are created with curvy edging and
you can randomly plant your flowers since the smaller area
is generally cozier and can accommodate the less than formal
effect.

English Garden is yet another landscaping design-style
which generally is in accord with a specific type of home
as well as the manicured yard that surrounds it. A
combination of formal and informal garden may feature a
walkway comprised of classic brick construction. Usually
the walk starts at the front of the home and continues to
the back of the property. The backyard area is then
comprised of plants located in less than formal circular
groupings. An oriental landscape design is best employed
within small backyards. Evergreens, rocks and water are
used and the entire effect is best described as generously
stylish.

As previously illustrated there are a number of design
schemes and how formally or informally you landscape your
yard is going to be determined a great deal by the
architectural-style and size of your home. Naturally if you
have an estate style setting this requires a considerable

amount of thought and employs an entirely different concept
as to design than a bungalow-sized dwelling and
accompanying small yard. Random planting can be affected
in a very small space while more formalized design is
suggested for larger more classic structures.

Once you determine what design scheme is most relevant you
may try perusing through landscaping periodicals specific
to the form of design that is pertinent to the architectural
detail of your home. In so doing, you can make things much
easier when planning a total landscaping scheme for your
outside environment.

#2. Waterfalls Add Elegance to Landscape Design

Waterfalls for the garden are chic nowadays. Additionally
you can attain a nice peaceful vibe from fountains and ponds
when made part of the waterfall design. It is a nice touch
to include some plant life and fish for the pond within the
setting. Some persons go so far as making the sight magical
by placing lighting inside the area. The waterfall can be
quite a bonus in gardens where theme-wise it fits. The best
way to approach a project where you want to include a
waterfall is to start with a little preplanning.

If you enjoy shopping you will probably have fun locating
a garden waterfall. This is due to the fact there are many
designs of waterfalls found within the virtual arena. Each
design is unique and interesting as it comes with its own

stylized vibe and notable features. You will need to
consider a great deal when engaging in the construction of
a waterfall for your backyard garden.

Initially you are required to think about where precisely
you would like to place your garden waterfall. An area
suggested is one providing a good deal of sun throughout
the day. Additionally, do not place your water decoration
near trees that shed their leaves since the leaves may cause
an obstruction. The location is important since plant and
animal life will require sun.

The other consideration is how much money you are willing
to part with in order to build a waterfall arrangement
within your backyard setting. Certainly, your
predetermined cash outlay is a factor with respect to the
design and size of the waterfall construction. Regardless,
even when budgets are not limitless any size or design of
waterfall is always a welcome backyard adornment inclusive
of a stylish garden that blends in with the waterfall
design.

Next you will need to consider what animals and plants to
employ within your design scheme respective of the
waterfall system. Naturally plants aquatic in nature make
good choices. Flowers are another good selection. You
might consider planting flowers that fit around the pond’s
edging.

Fish are another consideration for your pond. Before
purchasing fish it is advisable to find out how large the

fish will become upon maturity. This is advisable from the
standpoint some types of fishes may be too big for your pond
inside of a year. If there are fish in your pond keep a
constant eye on them to make sure they do not become ill.
A pump and filter is necessary in order to keep the water
from getting stagnant.

#3. Vines Give Vertical Appeal

The avid gardener often looks toward climbing foliage to
add to his or her backyard arrangements. The climbing vine
is such a unique and charming addition to any backyard
garden or venue. You can take any number of climbing plants
and train them to climb such items as pergolas, trellises,
garden arbors, railings and decks just to name a few. Also
you can take climbing plants and thoughtfully place them
through the garden design scheme in order to initiate more
privacy or create shadier areas.

The plants will direct your sight upwards which can improve
upon a landscape design where width is more prevalent.
Naturally if you wish to include vines within your backyard
landscape it will be important you consider what types of
plants are available. Your region respective of climate and
type of soil is also an important consideration when coming
up with the ideal vine.

One vine that has gained in popularity of recent years is
the Trumpet Vine. The vine is found in two variations, one

being a general-style Trumpet vine; and the other a Chinese
Trumpet (creeper). The Chinese Trumpet vine is a tropical
plant and stands up best within agricultural zone eight.
The general Trumpet Vine grows best within agricultural
zone five.

The Trumpet Vine is defined as a vine which grows very
quickly, particularly where great amounts of sunshine
prevail. When the Trumpet Vine blooms it provides the
gardener with very impressive flowers with a color palette
ranging from the most vivid of reds to orange to yellow.
Once housed on a trellis the vine clings as if it had roots.
The support must need to be sturdy however, since over a
period of time the vine has a tendency towards enormity and
can become quite weighty.

Almost everyone has seen buildings riddled with ivy. In this
regard, there are several kinds of ivy and all are vines
that will grow quickly and generally will easily grasp brick
walls. You need to know something about what you are doing
when planting ivy as it can also damage the structures
providing it support. For example, the roots of the plant
can cause destruction to the masonry aspect of a structure.
This means its roots can cause damage when its vines are
taken away or off the building. So when adding ivy, be
certain you know how to grow it as well as look after it.

#4. Using Online Software for Garden Design

The popularity of landscape design has basically boomed
within recent history. Landscaping is considered a
worthwhile investment for any property owner. Why? Because
through investing in landscaping the homeowner can enjoy
its effects for many years to come, plus it raises the value
of the owner’s property and increases curb-appeal. Another
area that is also enjoying a growth spurt is online software
specifically created in order that you may create a
landscape design for your particular property. By using the
software, you may be able to save a small fortune when
planning and subsequently landscaping your property.

Since your property is probably going to be the most
significant investment of your lifetime this is all the more
reason to invest energy and time in designing a visually
pleasing outside arrangement. But before using any type of
software consider the geographical region where you live.
If you wish to incorporate a nice green lawn accentuated
with certain flowers within the wrong area, i.e. a very dry
region, you will not be too successful no matter how well
you design your yard as far as color and shapes go. However,
if you fit the design or plants to the environment then you
will have something worth pursuing. Also areas that provide
plenty of moisture are good regions to possibly incorporate
a small pond into your landscaping theme. The pond can add
a great deal of interest within certain design schemes.

Additionally, on top of software design solutions, you may
wish to lean on the various sites that provide an aspiring
landscape designer - no matter how novice - ideas and
inspiration. Many gardening sites are full of pictorials
that can trigger the imagination.

As far as landscape design software solutions there are a
number of services you may be interested in. The easier and
less costly landscape design solutions found on the net are:
Plan 3D, Instant Architect Home; 3D Home Architect Home &
Landscape; and 35 Do It Yourself Backyard Project Plans.
As well, there are many other intuitive solutions that allow
the budding designer the ability to put together design
ideas before embarking on any landscaping design process.

It is recommended before you place a lot of time or
investment into your landscaping project you use one of the
many online tools so readily available over the Internet.
The preceding software solutions as well as others that are
similar can make design so much easier, simpler and
enjoyable than if you were to sketch out a plan yourself.

#5. Use of the Pergola

Pergolas are a form of gazebo generally placed in a
garden-setting. You can set up a pergola away from the home
or it can be attached to your home. The pergola can provide
some light diffusion in the way of shade; and makes
everything seem all the more roomy since you are able to
observe the sky above.

In order to construct a pergola garden you will need to
initially place emphasis on the Pergola itself. The pergola
is not complicated in the least bit as far as design goes.

Essentially all a pergola amounts to is some hardwood,
cement and nails for construction. The pergola design is
comprised of columns which provide support for it. The
columns are placed in the ground and the cement keeps them
in place. The open design aspect of the top of the pergola
is generally a cross hatch design or can be made up of beams.
Lastly, if constructing the pergola on your own you will
want to stain the structure to help preserve the timber.
Once you add plants and flora to the pergola everything will
tie together nicely.

The flooring area of the pergola is generally comprised of
concrete or tiles, but can be timber or even gravel. With
this in mind you are probably best off choosing plants in
heavy containers. Such container gardens are not difficult
to maintain with no digging or weeding to speak of. To
facilitate moving the containers they can be placed onto
wheeled frames that can be bought specially for the purpose.

You can grow trees and climbers in heavy container
arrangements. This will give your pergola garden vertical
interest that will enhance the height. A good choice as far
as climber plants is the beautiful morning glory. The plant
will easily thrive and is also pleasantly fragrant. When
choosing trees for your Pergola style garden it is best to
select dwarf fruit trees. This tree will thrive within a
heavy container and many even bring forth fruit.

Nothing is more enchanting than fruit trees and climbers
surrounding the magical pergola. There are many species of
rose that will climb the pergola adding an element of charm
and fragrance. You can provide the appearance of climbing

rose vines on the outside of the structure and inside place
heavy containers of the plant. If it becomes uncomfortably
hot during summer months you might consider the addition
of water misters to keep everything enjoyable and provide
a cool drink for your plants.

#6. Use of the Internet in Gardening

Many persons are wondering why all of a sudden backyard
landscape design has become such a significant item. The
main reason is the changing times. In earlier periods a
person’s gardening creativity amounted to joining up at the
communal nursery and snatching up all the best flowers
available. Now with the availability of online resources
much has changed. The gardener is able to research online
for various flowers and gardening methods. Anyone can learn
about various soil compositions in their growing area, and
how the soil affects different types of plants. They can
find out how to arrange things so there is always something
growing or blooming in the garden, and all other sorts of
marvellous information and ideas.

With the significant resource of the Internet it makes a
great deal of sense, especially when adding value to your
largest investment, to create a garden that you and your
family and guests can truly enjoy. This brings us back to
the beginning once more and that is the intense popularity
of garden and landscape design. Some are employing others
to do it while more frugal types are doing it themselves.
And with all the information available and online tools and

gardening resources now at your fingertips, employing your
own design makes sense — that is, if you truly like doing
such things for yourself.

When you research you will find most gardening sites provide
good information with respect to certain plant species
accordant to agricultural zone. The sites suggest where
certain plants can live most healthfully. Additionally,
when wishing to buy more exotic or unique style plants it
is easy enough to find such plants and trees online and at
competitive price points.

Many of the old tried and true seed companies that a good
many consumers remembered receiving catalogs from while
growing up, are now online and so buying quality seeds is
basically a mouse-click away. Additionally, well-known
growers specializing in certain types of flowers have also
found their way online. Old-line retailers who have been
around for years selling high-end plants such as roses are
now easily accessed, providing an easy-to-navigate virtual
venue in which to shop. Additionally, you can find other
retailers who you’ll easily recognize selling bulbs.

Conclusively, you can conveniently research, design, and
subsequently purchase quality products of all kinds for
creating a backyard atmosphere according to your own unique
creative signature.

#7. Use of the Canvas Gazebo

If you are looking to add something unique to your backyard
landscape consider the gazebo. First off, if you choose a
wooden gazebo this structure is going to be much more
difficult to construct. A person wishing to erect something
a bit easier as far as construction goes may wish to consider
a gazebo made of canvas. It takes a very minimal amount of
time to set up and you will have a nice landscaping
enhancement within your backyard living arrangement.

The canvas gazebo is made with a frame comprised of
aluminum. This infers the frame is not difficult to move
about nor is it complex as to installation. The doorways
and windows of a canvas gazebo are made of screens. You can
leave the windows completely open as well as the door when
environmental conditions provide for it. Also you can close
the door and windows when insects such as mosquitoes present
a problem. In this way you are never uncomfortable inside
the gazebo since there is adequate protection from the
outside elements.

The secondary consideration is: location, location,
location. You are probably best advised to keep your gazebo
somewhere within the scope of your terrace’s pavement. If
you drag the structure further out you are likely to get
it stuck in the mud. This is not exactly what you may have
had in mind when purchasing the structure. If you are still
insistent that the gazebo be set up further away from the
house then there is a way to get around the circumstance.
The answer is to purchase some form of synthetic turf and
subsequently place it upon the area where you would like
to set up your gazebo. In so doing, you will not need to

worry about mud or, during drier conditions, dirt being an
issue.

There are a fair amount of canvas gazebo-types from which
to choose. It is best to select a gazebo that matches well
the design scheme within your backyard as well as the
architectural style of your home. Also the canvas gazebo
is readily available at a number of on-line retailers and
can be purchased in the way of a gazebo kit. It is not
difficult to set up and can add impact and definition to
your backyard living arrangement or garden atmosphere
within a relatively short period of time. It is especially
useful for entertaining and can be placed near a barbeque
for this purpose.

#8. Understanding Various Garden Styles

One way to approach a project with respect to affecting the
perfect marvelous makeover for your backyard is to first
gain a good grasp of a variety of garden designs and
arrangements. Once you have attained some idea of different
garden styles you will be in the favorable position of
deciding what is right for your particular space.

The rock garden is making a comeback and its popularity is
soaring. When employing the use of a rock garden within the
right backyard environment the amateur landscaper can make
quite the impression. When you use designs incorporated
with rocks you do not need to be near the water and also

the garden requires far less maintenance than others. This
is partially due to the fact that the plants and flora you
place in such a garden setting are normally hardier than
many other plants. Persons wishing to watch their budget
may wish to consider placing a rock garden within their
backyard space.

Another suggestion for the gardening enthusiast is the
English-style cottage garden. This garden design is
employed by many because it is informal in composition. Also
English-style cottage gardens can best be described as
gardens exuding charm. The English-style allows
informality as to design, however is still prevalently
sophisticated. In this light, you can have the best of both
worlds — that being an informal garden that is decidedly
sophisticated.

When you employ the style representative of English cottage
style, the design is inclusive of a number of flowering
plants. In fact, there is generally a hodgepodge of roses,
foliage in the way of vines and perennial flowers. You can
even make it so the flowers grow across areas where your
guests stroll - all part of the charm of this style of
garden. Also the perennials are good suggestions because
the plants obediently grow again the next growing season
without much effort on your part.

Another popular gardening trend is to take aspects of the
Japanese garden and integrate it into a provincial garden.
This means for the gardener from North America that he or
she is going to have included some enormously ostentatious
flowers. Once used, the Japanese plants become the focal
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